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Chipmonk Chatter: From the Director 

This season’s action took shape soon after May 19, a date marked by the Ontario decision keeping overnight camps 
closed for the season. Normally, a May Crew would have reported to CPI on May 1, to open up for the traditional spring 
school program. Its absence this season was only one of dozens of ‘never befores’. 

Never before did we wear masks, sit home in isolation to get to camp, wash and disinfect the island all day long, eat at 
tables of two, keep the outside world at bay. But a season did take shape at Pathfinder, and it will be long-remembered 
for what was tackled, who was on hand to make it successful, and how it will benefit future camp summers to come. 

For Glenn and Sladds, the first lost summer in camp history quickly became a quest to upkeep as much of the 
Pathfinder Island campus as possible, to gather and inspire our senior staff toward next year, and to bring back all our 
campers for Summer 2021. 

After ice out, Sladds prepped the camp for staff arrivals. Much work was done with Algonquin Park, the health 
department, and the OCA to make sure our CPI set up complied with Ontario’s COVID requirements. With a lot more 
work it was even possible for the original 6 American May Crew to isolate and then make their way to camp for the 
work season in late June. 

On June 1, four stolid Canadian staff reported to the Park after an isolation: Ally Rail, Riley Hanson, Simon McNamee 
and Savannah French. They handled the hard labor of getting things open and running. The early crew also had cameo 
help from Tim Goodwin, Brent Hurley and Clara Bonnor, all of whom were in Ontario and had bubbled for many weeks 
already. Then our team of five was bolstered by weekly visits from canoe maker David Statten, and finally on June 26 
and 29, our other senior staff arrived, these from the US on special quarantine work permits: Paige Clark, Jack Sladden, 
Chris O’Brien, Addison Egan, and Dylan Moeser.  A bit later still, veteran cook Terry Snider arrived from London, ON to 
keep everyone fed for July and August. Last but not least, Gill Stanley and Mary Chestnut received their permits and 
joined the effort. And, now that September has brought eased restrictions, veteran Coulter Deacon headed east with his 
partner Reeve Christensen to help us complete our close up. 

You’ll enjoy this photo album of some of the power crew action (Click Here). 

What were the focus projects of the ‘lost’ summer power crew? There were pages of them, lined up along two fronts: a 
couple of major renovations, and a refreshment of “everything in sight.”  

We did tackle some big projects, but for the most part our summer days focused on shining up each area of camp. The 
fleet had daily attention in the Canoe Shop. You name it: canvas, planks and ribs, gunwales, seats, varnish and paint 
galore.  

Cree Row became a bee hive of stringers, water bars, seating logs, new tetherball, platform staining and railing 
replacement. Skid Row got a facelift and a campsite fire circle for gatherings. The lodges have had doors refinished, 
siding stained, bunks scoured, floors painted and screens replaced. A huge endeavor was the glazing of many wood 
window frames all over camp. The old council fire and its nearby staff cabins became a focus of much fix-up. The old 
Ladies Fort was another: Gill Stanley led the project that includes new state of the art composting toilets, an experiment 
with an eye to the future. 

The big jobs were a roll of the CPI dice: a complete restoration of the Canoe Dock and Ballfield. In truth, any normal 
Pathfinder season would prevent such epic projects. Each space is in use continuously from May through September. 
Now the opportunity was here, but could we afford to invest in two of our most-used areas? The answer became 
obvious; we couldn’t afford not to make that investment. 

https://camppathfinderphotos.smugmug.com/2020-The-Lost-Summer/
https://camppathfinderphotos.smugmug.com/2020-The-Lost-Summer/


Canoe Dock, the center of paddling and trip life at CPI, needed expert help. Ted Boyes and Sons came down once again 
from Burks Falls to join the crew. Camp staff removed all the dock’s decking and debris beneath. The Boyes boys 
brought in heavy cedar and hemlock timbers to repair cribs and stringers of the framing. Camp staff replaced decking, 
and much was in fact salvaged. The newly-level dock remains one of Algonquin’s biggest at 160-feet length. It will be in 
service for decades to come. 

Ballfield was no less ambitious. As recently as the 1970s, Fred Lamke’s epic clearing at the crown of the island was 
usable for camp’s legendary track and field events. Over 50 years, however, the field eroded badly, providing too many 
‘local’ bounces and booby traps for camp athletes. This time, Pathfinder called on Ryan McKean Excavating. Ryan’s 
work on the boys forts in 2019 included an evaluation of the field project, and with a helpful permit from the Park, his 
barge arrived along with huge excavator, dump trucks, stone slinger and skid steers. Mountains of stone, gravel, sand 
and soil began appearing at the Car Dock. The new project drains well, is shaped and crowned for days of play, and now 
the challenge is to grow some good grass before winter. The spring 2021 theme will be babying the grass at the Ballfield 
nursery. 

In recent weeks, complete rebuilds of trip canoes have given way to routine repairs on much of the fleet. More windows 
are glazed, more railings replaced, more spaces painted and repaired. Soon, all the jobs will be about closing up camp 
again, and our small crew will return to the real world like the song says, when September ends. 

Meanwhile, happily, it was not a completely dark summer for Pathfinder canoe trips. See DOT Riley Hanson’s write up 
on this season’s tripping program – unusual in camp’s history, but certainly not a strike-out. 

The trip canoe fleet got attention like no other season in recent memory. Literally every piece of gear in the TP was gone 
over and fixed up. And there was some tripping to boot! A number of alumni families in Canada were able to use canoes 
and TP outfitting to explore the Park and get some much-needed time away from urban isolation. All told, ten groups 
outfitted with us. And, the Summer Crew took a respite break mid-season and paddled the French River, a highlight.  To 
read our trip reports Click Here 

A Summer Like / Unlike Any Other – We Just Keep Those Elephants in Line … 

Seems cliché to write a lead like, “this summer has been unlike any other.” Cliché and too easy, since the feeling must 
resonate with every reader, whose life has been a long series of ‘unlike any other’ moments since March. 

Turns out that for Pathfinder, this old chestnut can’t really sum things up. From my perch, what’s important about this 
summer IS like every other Pathfinder summer. 

Since 1914, the camp has held a successful summer program. This year, alas, the omnipresent pandemic saw to it that no 
overnight camps could operate in Ontario. For the first time in 106 years, Pathfinder would be shuttered during July and 
August. And for the first time in over two decades, the camp would not host students in spring and fall. Certainly this 
qualifies as a first in Pathfinder’s history. Let’s resolve to also make it a ‘last.’ 

But if you look at the year from another angle, this quiet summer on Source Lake hasn’t been ‘unlike any other.’ Rather, 
it’s been just like every other. It’s been another eye-opening, beguiling and challenging, action-packed and powerfully 
poignant Pathfinder year. And not just here at camp, but wherever you are, reading your Chatter, tonight. 

In fact, what’s ‘like every other’ season has been an undaunted spirit and ability for enduring, adapting, for overcoming, 
growing and then investing in this camp and her people. Camp families still put their kids first. Kids still pushed 
through and looked forward. Camp still made it all about the campers. We’ve spent four months to save for the future 
the kind of camp life that matters. 

http://www.camppathfinder.com/news
http://www.camppathfinder.com/news


The few staff who were here did optimistic, hard, endless work. They stayed connected – to CPI and each other – by 
making it all about what great shape we’d be in to start up again in 2021. The adjustments you all made at home, and the 
staff efforts up at camp, are going to make a huge difference. Everyone played their part for camp’s sake, and can look 
back on the season with a large measure of pride, ‘like every other’ year.  

It’s why Pathfinder remains a place thousands of people love like no other place, and their seasons here like no other 
times in their lives. And, like always, there was much fun and mirth, much to enjoy, and certainly much to be thankful 
for and look forward to! 

Back in May when the sad news of camp closures arrived, I was preoccupied with how Pathfinder had operated every 
year despite some pretty daunting historical challenges. Most impressive were the First and Second World Wars, the 
Spanish Flu and Polio pandemics between them, and countless cultural, economic and climate upheavals mixed in over 
a 106-year lineage. History had provided its share of adversity to camps like Pathfinder throughout the Twentieth 
Century. Why close us down now?  

The answer became all too obvious: COVID represented a threat to camp, campers and their families, and to children’s 
camping itself, unique from history’s other storms. 

A sense of the historic has been all around us in fact, those few who have been lucky enough to inhabit Pathfinder 
Island this season. The camp is often eerily quiet, camper routines, table pounding and trip life are on hold. Power crew 
is the routine each day for 10 workers. So, many of the coffee breaks have been spent looking over the walls of lodges, 
the paper ephemera posted in offices, hand-typed trip postings of yore, award plaques and graffiti all about, and some 
fantastic ‘Chipmonk Chatters’ and other publications stacked in boxes frosted with decades of dust. 

This edition of Chatter shares just a slice of the huge trove of ‘old stuff’ illuminating the ‘old days’. But don’t be fooled. 
The old stuff you see here also reflects forward to today’s camp.  

Some things are the same as ever. Camp makes plans, for docks, for fancy meals, for trips and activities (can you say 
Axe Throwing AA in 2021?) Camp remains full of ‘brain rot.’ Oh yes, you’ll have to get the stories. The Campers still come 
first. In fact, everything was about camper life this season, even with no campers around.  

And, of course, camp remains ‘Battling the Elephants…’ 

Back in his heyday, Chief Norton famously gaffed in one of his lengthy staff training speeches. He meant to say that 
staff have to remember the campers are young and so always ‘battling the elements’ – be they actual weather, or 
homesickness, hard travel, new surroundings and the social flurry of friendships. 

Chief said, ‘the boys are battling the elephants’ and his Yogi Berra moment rang even more true with his staff men then, 
and with all of us now. Our campers thrive and feel great about themselves when they’ve overcome long trip days, an 
unending muddy portage or headwind paddle sesh, first nights on their own, first glimpses of their own values in play, 
their own personal sass and wit coming to the fore. Our staff are on a mission each summer to battle those elephants 
and many more side by side with their campers. 

This year, the elephants lined up strong against us all. Dear readers, you were on the home front battling those 
elephants in Pathfinder style. And up here on Source, some of your staff pals were busy doing the same. You know, a 
year like every other year at Pathfinder. 

Noonway 
Sladds
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What began as the Pathfinder 
Gazette, a weekly paper for 
campers and staff, developed into 
the seasonal Chipmonk Chatter 
which was sent out for some 70 
years, up until the mid-2000’s. We 
are bringing the Chatter back, 
boys! For openers, here are a few 
Director messages from ‘30s- ‘00s.



First row: • Calendar board, 1930s, with trip postings and quality 
footwear •Pathfinder boys at ’44 Regatta - lets bring this event 
back! • Intro from the 1920s camp view-book.  
Second row: •Early camp brochure highlights the benefits of 
train transport • (top) camper duffles being unloaded at Source 
Lake • (bottom) excerpt from 1955 camp pamphlet • (top) 
1940’s nature lore program was no joke. • (bottom) Quote from 
1960s camp brochure. 
Third row: • (1st & 2nd clips) Snippets from the 1920’s 
‘Pathfinder Achievement Record’ filled out for each boy each 
summer.  • Nick Zona showing campers their upcoming trip 
routes.  
Fourth row: • Sky view of the island in its early days - look how 
small those trees are! • 1939 Camp building record. 

A quick look around CPI and you’ll find that camp’s walls are full of history. 
Awards, notes, photos and printouts paper the old lodges, telling camp’s story 
from each of its 107 years. You’ll never run out of things to discover about CPI in 
these buildings! A sampling:

Left, top to bottom: • drawn guide for a model 
tent; for inspection, 1920’s. • old list of camp 
evening activities still played today, date 
unknown. • ‘P’ patch given out in camp’s early 
days to be sewn on sweaters. • How to call for 
the Park plane. • Camper Award Badge;1930- 
campers were awarded badges for camp/
regatta events . 

Right, top to bottom: • 2005 camp kitchen 
silverware inventory • Award given to camp in 
’88 from the Ontario Ministry of Natural 
Resources. • Telephone Instructions for use of 
the phone located (still!) on the outside of the 
Trading Post. • 1988 newspaper ad for camp.



Canoe Tripping; 2020 

Pathfinder’s 107th summer was unlike any other before it: no braves went tripping! Well, actually, that is 
not completely true. A few Ontario-based Pathfinder campers and staff did make use of the cobwebbed 
gear in the TP, and bored fleet of canoes, to venture into the Algonquin interior with their families. There 
is comfort in knowing that our men and women were still out on the trail in red cedar canvas canoes, 
keeping the Pathfinder spirit alive.  

The lack of action on CPI this summer allowed those of us who were here a singular opportunity to do 
what every Pathfinder person dreams of: inventorying all the gear in the TP! Need help setting up a tent? 
We set up 150 last week. Don’t have a tump buckle on your pack? Not possible. Every imperfect pack was 
identified and sent to the Pack Lord for restoration. Our Tarps, Bear Ropes, Gauntlets, White Golds, Water 
Pumps and Pot Sets have all been counted and any problems fixed. They eagerly await their opportunity 
to go tripping again, same as the rest of us.  

Everyone knows that during the final year of a camper’s career, Pathfinder AA’s go on the biggest and 
baddest canoe trips. These trips take a lot of planning. Last March, my co-DOT Tim Goodwin and I were 
deep into planning the 107th summer’s AA trips when COVID spread to North America and forced the 
closure of all Ontario summer camps. We took this in stride and are super excited to plan 2(!!!) sets of AA 
trips for our 2(!!!) sets of AA’s that will be at camp next summer. Get those puffy jackets on your 
Christmas list boys, your Northern expeditions await.  

Of course it will not just be AA’s that will be getting hooked up on gnarly canoe trips next summer. We 
have all new 3-day Ott warm-up loops ready to go, and have big plans for our more ambitious campers 
who want to spend more than two weeks on the trail. Some 8-day trips from Source-Brent and Southern 
loops through Bonnechere are a formative part of any Pathfinder Cree’s experience, and we can’t wait to 
post those trips. And oh yeah, I almost forgot, a new Treasure Box at Loon Point is going to revolutionize 
the Mic & Chipp war canoe overnight. From 3-day extravaganzas to 40-day odysseys, Pathfinder men and 
women will be back out in the bush before we know it, with a deeper appreciation for the opportunity… 
and a yearning disposition for brain rot. 

The lakes, rivers, forests, bogs, and 
creeks of Algonquin have been home to 
Indigenous Canadians for thousands of 
years before Camp Pathfinder was 
founded in 1914. By virtue of our 
location on Source Lake, a part of the 
headwaters of the Madawaska River, we 
honor and are connected to this 
history. Living and traveling via canoe, 
with respect and stewardship for the 
land and the natural world, is an 
integral part of the Pathfinder canoe 
tripping experience. I don’t know about 
you, but I can’t wait to play my role in 
continuing these traditions when We 
Are All Together Again. 

-Riley Hanson, Director of Tripping
Algonquin summer, moose spotted in a spruce bog, mid-‘90s



Paddling; 2020 

Our campers learn to handle themselves in a Pathfinder tripping canoe early on in their careers 
here at camp. Paddling has been at the core of Pathfinder since its beginning in 1914. To this day, 
the Canoeing AA is still the most difficult achievement to obtain. We have all gritted our teeth 
practicing in’s and out’s on the first day of camp but what we really look forward to is spending 
time in the boats with the braves on trip.  

As we flash forward to summer 2021 our Canoeing program here at CPI will blow the Ropes 
course or ballfield games out of the water. Our expertise returns to canoeing. Our new Program 
offers many things. The new state of the art paddling course tucked in-between archery and 
Chapel provides options for bow jams, running draws and pry’s, side slips, party tricks and  
sunny days filled with good times. The paddling course is a hairy, 20 meter channel carved out of 
Source lake by a large fallen White Pine that requires some cheeky paddling to make it through 
without bumping your stern.  

Our Canoe Builder Dave Statten and DOT Riley Hanson have put together a master list for the 
canoe fleet that is going to leave even the CIT’s a boat with freshly painted hull, varnished 
gunwales, and a sweet keel that will keep course in wind, and even the smallest leaks out.  

Along with our cool paddling course, other discoveries have been made on Source that will amp 
up the future of canoeing. We have ventured throughout the lake and discovered: sunken ships 
and pirate raids gone wrong in Lost Bay, a young family of Loons in Bruce Bay that will swim 
alongside your cedar canvas canoe, and 
a newly flagged nature trail hidden  
near Source. This epic trail will guide 
you to our own old growth forest, with 
trees older than 250 years old that 
measure FIVE campers in diameter.  

The future for canoeing will be focused 
on getting YOU, the campers, back 
where you belong… 

paddling the day away in a red canoe.  

-Dylan Moeser, co-Director of Canoeing

Pathfinder camper paddling display at the Park Regatta, 30’s/40’s



Swimming; 2020 

Greetings from the Pathfinder Swim dock - 2020 edition. Undoubtedly, this 
summer the swim dock looked different than many splashy years before. Our 
early 5-person June Crew put together the pieces of the swim dock quickly (and 
with some difficulty due to the lack of bodies and early summer winds) so we 
could begin swimming at once in the midst of summer heat. The  tower remained 
unassembled and untouched (boo!!) all summer, which brought potential for new 
activities. Swim dock was now host to ducks and loons, Muskoka chairs for 
sunset views, dirty laundry hung out the old fashion way, and special 
celebrations. Canoes, SUP boards, paddles and kayaks took over the soap and 
tower floaters, and with the canoe dock under construction, the swim dock 
became our starting point of paddling adventures. 

But, with all that filled our time at the swim dock, many days were also spent 
reminiscing on what was missing. The big-splash contests, cool tower tricks, the 
excitement of campers learning how to swim, laughs that echo throughout the 
island during free swims, hearing yells of "BUDDY CHECK!!!" and "Did you take 
your Tee out?!”, beautiful August sunsets during Ott and AA free swims, and of 
course stopping your swimming lesson to yell as loud as you can to the trippers 
when you catch that first glimpse of Pathfinder red coming across Landlock. So 
many incredible memories are made at the Pathfinder swim dock. Although we 
may have found some new purpose for the dock this year, it was not the same 
without the familiar traditions, free swims, staff swims, trip baths, and getting 
pushed in the water when one receives their AA. We missed the life and 
vibrancy of the swim dock that campers and staff alike bring! 

This summer was also one for exploring the incredible history of past swim 
dock memories, swim staff and directors. Sifting through pictures and 
Chipmonk Chatters, we found the old 10ft and 20ft towers, diving boards, water 
slide, the old ‘tag’ board with aluminum chips, the swim dock that used to be 
oriented parallel with the island, and news reports from iconic swim dock 
directors like Norm Roggow and Mary Chestnut.  

Norm Roggow was a key leader of the Pathfinder swim program, as he describes 
in the ’45 Chipmonk Chatter designing 'bigger and better' swimmers and testing 
the abilities of 114 campers in order to prepare them for a summer of tripping in 
just one week. Additionally, Norm recounts in the ’55 Chatter that the swim dock 
heating unit was ‘working according to plan,’ ;) and that once again ‘every 
camper had the privilege of improving his swimming ability,’ with six non-
swimmers on July 2nd, who all passed their swimming-canoe test before the end 
of the month with the instructional help of Norm. (Cont. next pg.) 

’55 Chipmonk Chatter ^

’45 Chipmonk Chatter ^



Mary Chestnut, someone we all still know and love today, began her time on the dock in ’79 when camp 
needed a new swim director on short notice. Mary hopped on a bus with campers and rode up, becoming 
the first female swim dock director with an all male swim dock crew. Mary was a key lead in catalyzing the 
female role on the island, which lead to years of many strong and important female workers on the dock 
and in other areas of camp. Mary continued a regimented swim program of instruction and activities, from 
relay races to the Polar Bear Club, before moving to work alongside Mac Rand and continuing to help camp 
run smoothly and efficiently from the office ever since. In the ’82 Chatter, Mary describes the swim dock 
and how ‘although at times it was evident the water heaters and environmental control devices were not 
working at their proper level of efficiency,’ (what the heck Norm?!) ‘the swim dock remains the hot spot of 
the year!’ and the ‘PBC (Pathfinder Beach Club)’ as well as lengths, lengths, lengths, snorkeling, and water 
polo of course!  

In an old Pathfinder advertisement pamphlet we found that the swimming section says; ‘with all this water 
around, it's only natural that Pathfinder devotes so much time and effort to make each boy an expert 
swimmer and, in doing so, it stringently enforces the American Red Cross water safety rules,’ and as we 
gear up in eager anticipation of an incredible Pathfinder 2021 season, we are committed to continuing to 
devote time and energy to ensuring every boy has the opportunity to work on their swimming, and that 
all boys who are non-swimmers, like Norm so often taught, can learn to swim in a brand new shallow 
water swimming area recreated at Motorboat Dock. We do hope that the water heating unit works as well 
next summer as it did this, and maybe we can re-introduce the Pathfinder Beach Club (PBC)?  
  
We can't wait to see you campers and staff on the dock next year, as you're much livelier than the loons 
and ducks. The towers are craving to be jumped off of! But sorry, unlike the old pictures we see, there's 
still only one camper allowed on the tower at a time.  
  
Noonway,  
Ally Rail, Waterfront Director

’82 Chipmonk Chatter ^



Last summer, camper/staff alumnus and Folger Library director Mike Witmore was one with the 
chipmonk’s as he holed up in the OLO (Old Lower Office) scavenging through boxes and discovering island 
artifacts unseen by human eyes for many camp seasons. On his paper plundering mission, Mike unearthed 
copious copies of Pathfinder’s ‘Chipmonk Chatter’ from as early as ’67 all the way up to ’05. This summer, 
our crew paged through the almost 40 years worth of Chatters, enjoying their epic cover art and 
entertaining content. Chatters followed a basic layout year after year: An intro from the Director, activity 
highlights, tales of tripping, and bits of overheard chatter from campers/staff.  
Enjoy a few fun, wonderful passages from some of our cherished chatters (Brain-Rot duly noted!)
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Two Species…One Island - A Tale of Endless Warfare.

Continued…
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1960’s  
Trip Notes



Top: Tent 1&2 inspection, these boys 
aren’t messing around (1930’s)  

Middle: Campers crushing the 
Gunwhale Race (1940s)  

Bottom: A beautiful description of 
Pathfinder tripping from the 1955 
camp pamphlet 

Top: 1934 letter to a camper from Chief Norton.  
Bottom Left: 1959 Banquet Menu  cooked by Mrs. Amy Purdy.   
Bottom Right: Boys raising hell on swim dock. Don’t try this at home folks.  



First row: Camp’s flagpole stands alone back when our trees were still small • 
Otts, 1980s •Unreal staff photo - swim staff would not approve!  
Second row: CPI boys in some serious camp swag in front of the old railroad 
sign, now located on Lodge 1 • Swim dock diving board circa the 50s?? Lets 
bring it back. • Old school rock wall not giving these boys too many options.  
Third row: Lance, Roggow and Roy looking sharp at the end of the summer 
regatta - boys on roof have the best view. • No year. No context. Just a great 
photo. • 1977 Old Men.  
Fourth row: Pontoon parade featuring Pathfinder boys and their newly 
attained martial skills. 



Over Pathfinder’s 107 years, many different and wonderful hand-drawn 
maps were created and used to show campers and their families details on 
the Island, and our location in both Ontario and Algonquin Park. 



A few classics from 



   

A Headman’s  Trip Map from 1918-19.  His notes (below) reveal  some early camp routes.



‘Walloping’ by Wendy Swift, ‘71

‘Canoe Tripping with Camp Pathfinder’ by Michael S. Smith, ‘70s

‘The Portage’ from the OLO walls

‘The Dining Hall’ by Jeff MillerGreat ’80’s trip eval. comment

’66 letter head artwork



<  Excerpt from ‘Algonquin Story’ by Audrey 
Saunders, 3rd Ed., Originally pub. 1946



Despite a difficult and unique summer, where we as a community were not able to be in this magical place we know and 
love so well, Pathfinder remained as strong now as it has always been. That was true here on the Island, and anywhere 
around the world Pathfinder people remained #triptough and looked ahead to ’21. We have 107 years of history, stories and 
memories that have affected and changed the lives of many generations. Whether your 40th year, 10th year, or first …. 
Pathfinder has been, is, and always will be a special place to us all. As we have become fond of saying …  
Nothing can stop what Pathfinder is. 

Putting together this Chatter has been a real treat. Our small crew sat with over flowing boxes on the red couches in the 
Palace End, drinking coffee and stoking the fire as Fall weather crept in. We looked through so many years of photos and 
documents, laughing and smiling, in awe of just how special this place is, and how lucky we were to be here. Time has 
passed, staff generations have changed, and our island trees have grown tall… yet year after year, decade after decade, the 
camp, this lifestyle, and the love and care of Pathfinder, all remain the same.  

From those of us up here on the island this spring, summer and fall … you are truly missed. Camp has not been the same 
without the unmatched energy of our campers, staff and alumni. We eagerly await the most anticipated and sure-to-be 
highest-energy Big Moment 2021. So… stay warm this winter, pack early, gear up, and get ready for the best summer yet. 

Until next year!…Noonway,  
Paige Clark, Program Director 

Traditionally, Chipmonk Chatter closes with lyrics to our Camp Song. So keeping to that tradition, we have here our song, 
from one of the earliest editions of C.C. (1945). It remains unchanged to this day. 


